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sensor array, a rolling shutter configured to
expose groups of pixels of the sensor array
sequentially, an IR illuminator configured
to illuminate a scene alternately in syn

230 chrony with the rolling shutter and the
sensor array, and a control system con
figured to operate the sensor array, the
rolling shutter and the IR illuminator. The
hybrid camera control system is configured
further to receive raw pixel data from the

240 sensor array that include alternating visible
data and visible plus IR data and to create
from the raw pixel data a visible image of a
scene and a separate monochrome IR im
age of the scene. An image acquisition
method includes illuminating a scene with
an IR illuminator alternately in synchrony
with a rolling shutter and a sensor array,
capturing visible data and visible plus IR

FIG. 2 data alternately, and creating visible and
separate IR images using the captured data.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 04 June 2012 (04.06.2012)

1. A hybrid camera comprising:

(a) a sensor array comprising a color filter array that includes at least three

colors wherein at least one color of said three colors appears at least once in

each row of said color filter array;

(b) a rolling shutter configured to expose groups of pixels of said sensor

array sequentially

(c) an IR illuminator configured to illuminate a scene alternately in

synchrony with said rolling shutter and sensor array; and

(d) a control system configured to operate said sensor array, said rolling

shutter and said IR illuminator,

wherein said control system is configured further to receive raw pixel data

from said sensor array that include alternating visible data and visible plus IR

data and to create from said raw pixel data a visible image of said scene and a

separate monochrome IR image of said scene, wherein said control system is

configured to create said monochrome IR image by subtraction of a first color image

that includes the first color plus IR data pixels from a second image of said first color

that includes the first color data only, and wherein said created monochrome IR

image is subtracted from a second color image that includes visible and R data to

create a second color image, which is combined further with the first and third color

images to create said visible image.

2 . The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said created visible and

separate monochrome IR images of said scene have pixel to pixel alignment.



3. The hybrid camera of claim \ , wherein said color filter array at least

three colors are RGB.

4 . The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said control system configured

to create a visible image of said scene and an IR image of said scene is configured

further to create multiple images from said groups of pixels of said array exposed in a

sequence, and wherein one part of said created images includes visible and IR data

and a second part of said created images includes visible data only.

5 . The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said created visible image of

said scene and said created IR image of said scene are created by subtracting said one

part of said created images that include visible and IR data and said second part of

said created images that include visible data only.

6. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said multiple images are

created by estimating pixels not captured from captured pixels.

7. The hybrid camera of claim 6, wherein said estimating pixels not

captured from captured pixels is performed using an interpolation scheme of said

captured pixels.

8. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said one part of said created

images include a first visible color plus IR image and a second visible color plus IR

image, and wherein said second part of said created images include said first visible

color image and a third visible color image, and wherein said IR image is created by



subtracting said first visible color image from said first visible color with R image,

and said color image is created by the first visible color, second visible color and third

visible color images wherein said second visible color image is further calculated by

subtracting said created IR image from said second visible color with IR image.

9 . The hybrid camera of claim 7, wherein said first visible color image is

calculated using linear and bi-linear interpolation schemes as follows; the captured

raw first visible color pixels are located in odd rows and odd columns of a pixels array

wherein first, interpolated first visible color pixels are interleaved in the odd rows

between each two captured raw first visible color pixels, wherein said interpolated

first visible color pixels are calculated as an average of said two adjacent captured raw

first visible color pixels, and wherein next the data pixels stored in the odd rows is

interpolated to the even rows wherein an average of two adjacent pixels above and

below each of said even row's pixels is calculated.

1 . The hybrid camera of claim 7, wherein said second visible color image

is calculated using linear and bi-linear interpolation schemes as follows; the captured

raw second visible color pixels are located in the odd rows and even columns of the

pixels array wherein first, interpolated second visible color pixels are interleaved

between the captured raw second visible color pixels of said pixels array, wherein said

interpolated second visible color pixels are calculated as an average of said two

adjacent captured raw second visible color pixels, and wherein next the data stored in

the odd rows is interpolated to the even rows wherein an average of two adjacent



pixels above and below each of said even row's pixels is calculated, and wherein row

0 is copied from row .

. The hybrid camera of claim 7, wherein said first visible color with IR

image is calculated using linear and bi-linear interpolation schemes as follows; the

captured raw first visible color + IR pixels are located in the even rows and columns

of the pixels array wherein first, an interpolated first visible color + IR pixels are

interleaved between the captured raw first visible color + IR pixels of said pixels

array, wherein said interpolated first visible color + IR pixels are calculated as an

average of said two adjacent captured raw first visible color + IR pixels, and wherein

next the data stored in the even rows is interpolated to the odd rows wherein an

average of two adjacent pixels above and below each of said even row's pixels is

calculated.

12. The hybrid camera of claim 7, wherein said second visible color with

IR image is calculated using linear and bi-linear interpolation schemes as follows-

the captured raw second visible color + IR pixels are located in the even rows and odd

columns of the pixels array wherein first, interpolated second visible color + IR pixels

are interleaved between the captured raw second visible color + IR pixels of said

pixels array, wherein said interpolated second visible color + IR pixels are calculated

as an average of said two adjacent captured raw second visible color + IR pixels, and

wherein next the data stored in the even rows is interpolated to the odd rows wherein

an average of two adjacent pixels above and below each of said even row's pixels is

calculated, and wherein column 0 is copied from column .



3 - The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said rolling shutter configured

to expose groups of pixels of said sensor array in a sequence and IR illuminator

configured to illuminate the scene in synchrony with said exposed sequence is

selected from the group consisting of:

(i) at least portions of odd rows are exposed sequentially to visible light

only and at least portions of even rows are exposed to visible and IR illumination,

(ii) at least portions of even rows are exposed sequentially to visible light

only and at least portions of odd rows are exposed to visible and IR illumination,

(iii) at least portions of odd columns are exposed sequentially to visible

light only and at least portions of even columns are exposed to visible and IR

illumination, and

(iv) at least portions of even columns are exposed sequentially to visible

light only and at least portions of odd columns are exposed to visible and IR

illumination.

14. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said sensor array is a CMOS

sensor array.

15. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said IR illuminator is an array

of LED's.

16. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said control system processor is

selected from the group consisting of: FPGAs, ASICs and embedded processors.



17. The hybrid camera of claim 1, wherein said first visible color is green,

second visible color is red and said third visible color is blue.

8. An image acquisition method, the method comprises the steps of:

(a) illuminating a scene with an IR illuminator alternately in a

sequence and in synchrony with a rolling shutter and a sensor array,

wherein said sensor array comprising a color filter array that include at

least three colors, and wherein at least one color of said three colors appears

at least once in each row of said color filter array;

(b) capturing said image in a sequence in groups of pixels that include

visible data and visible plus IR data alternately using said sensor array;

(c) creating visible and separate monochrome IR images using said

captured data and having pixel to pixel alignment, wherein said

monochrome IR image is created by subtraction of a first color image that

includes the first color plus IR data pixels from a second image of said first

color that includes the first color data only, and wherein said created

monochrome IR image is subtracted from a second color image that includes

visible and IR data to create a second color image, which is combined further

with the first and third color images to create said visible image.

9 . The method of claim 1 wherein said step of capturing said image in a

sequence in groups of pixels using said sensor array comprises further the step

of using a RGB color filter.



20. The method of claim 1 , wherein said step of creating visible and IR

images of said scene comprises further creating multiple images from said

captured groups of pixels, and wherein one part of said multiple created

images includes visible and IR data and a second part of said multiple created

images includes visible data only.

21. The method of claim 20 wherein said step of creating said multiple

images comprises further the step of interpolating the captured pixel data.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein said step of creating visible and IR

images of a scene comprises further subtracting said second part of said

created images that include visible data only from said first part of said created

images that include visible plus IR data.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein said created one part of said multiple

images includes a first visible color plus IR image and a second visible color plus IR

image, and wherein said second part of said created images includes a first visible

color image and a third visible color image, and wherein said step of creating an IR

image comprises further the step of subtracting said first visible color image from said

first visible color plus IR image, and wherein said step of creating said visible image

comprises further the step of subtracting said created IR image from said second

visible color plus IR image.



24. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of interpolating the

captured pixel data is performed using linear and bi-linear interpolation schemes.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of calculating said first

visible color image further comprises the steps of (a) interleaving of interpolated first

visible color pixel values in each odd row between the captured raw first visible color

pixels, wherein said interpolated first visible color pixels are calculated as an average

of said two adjacent captured raw first visible color pixels, and (b) interpolating the

captured raw first visible color pixels to the even rows and to all columns by

calculating an average of two adjacent pixels above and below each of said pixels.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of calculating said third

visible color image further comprises the steps of (a) interleaving of interpolated third

visible color pixel values in each odd row between the captured raw third visible color

pixels, wherein said interpolated third visible color pixels are calculated as an average

of said two adjacent captured raw third visible color pixels, and (b) interpolating the

captured raw third visible color pixels to the even rows to all columns by calculating

an average of two adjacent pixels above and below each of said pixels, and wherein

row 0 is copied from row 1.

27. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of calculating said first

visible color and IR image further comprises the steps of (a) interleaving of

interpolated first visible color + IR pixels values in each even row between the

captured raw first visible color + IR pixels, wherein said interpolated first visible



color + IR pixels are calculated as an average of said two adjacent captured raw first

visible color + IR pixels, and (b) interpolating the captured raw first visible color +

IR pixels to the odd rows to all columns by calculating an average of two adjacent

pixels above and below each of said pixels.

28. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of calculating said second

visible color and IR image further comprises the steps of (a) interleaving of

interpolated second visible color + IR pixel values in each even row between

the captured raw second visible color + IR pixels, wherein said interpolated

second visible color + IR pixels are calculated as an average of said two

adjacent captured raw second visible color + IR pixels, and (b) interpolating

the captured raw second visible color + IR pixels to the odd rows to all

columns by calculating an average of two adjacent pixels above and below

each of said pixels, and wherein column 0 is copied from column 1.

29. The method of claim 23, wherein said first visible color is green,

second visible color is red and said third visible color is blue.

30. An automated number plate recognition image acquisition method

according to claim 18, wherein said captured scenes are car license plates and wherein

the method further comprises the steps of reading the car license number from said

created monochrome IR image, identifying the color of said car license plate from

said created visible color image and transmitting said created cars license plates

visible and IR digital images having a pixel to pixel alignment to a computer



31. An image acquisition method for machine vision applications according to

claim 18, wherein said method comprises further the step of using IR

information acquired from said IR images for processing said created visible

images.

32. An image acquisition method for machine vision applications according to

claim 3 , wherein said IR information acquired from said IR images is used to

reduce color variations due to changes in visible illumination sources types

and directions in face image processing.

33. An image acquisition method for machine vision applications according to

claim 3 , wherein said IR information acquired from said IR images includes

distance information.
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